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Agenda

• Different types of Alternative Dispute Resolution (“ADR”)

• Expert Determination:

– What is it / key features

– When can it be used?

– Ashghal’s 2018 Expert Determination clause

– Procedure

– Advantages / Disadvantages

– Approach in other jurisdictions

– Terms of reference – what to include

– Appointing the expert / scope

– Binding / Enforcement



What is ADR?

Mediation – DABs – Expert Determination



What is expert determination?

“In practice, expert determination is a process where an

independent expert decides an issue or issues between the

parties.

The disputants agree beforehand whether or not they will be

bound by the decisions of the Expert.

Expert Determination provides an informal, speedy and effective

way of resolving disputes, particularly disputes which are of a

specific technical character or specialised kind.”

The Heart Research Institute v Psiron Ltd  [2002]



When can it be used?

• Construction disputes involving time / money

• Found in the following Qatar public authority contracts:

• Even if it’s not in your contract, consider suggesting it 



Ashghal’s Expert Determination Clause

• Cl. 19.5.2 – disputes can be referred to Experts

• Cl. 19.6 – Procedure for Expert Determination:

– Within 28 days of the referral, agree on an Expert

– Expert and Parties enter into an agreement

– If no Expert agreed, Qatar Chamber appoints

– Within 21 days of Expert appointment either party 

may refer a dispute

– Within 28 days Expert gives his decision with reasons

– If not, or if rejected, either party may give notice 

– If no notice, the Expert’s decision is final and binding



Procedure

• Parties to agree the procedure and timetable

• If they don’t the expert will have freedom 

• Example of a 12 week timetable:

– Expert witness discussions within 4 week period

– Joint expert statement

– Each side submits position papers within 14 days

– Each side submits responses within 14 days

– Expert may ask for a hearing (no more than 1 day)

– Award delivered within 4 weeks of receipt of final 

papers



Advantages of Expert Determination

• Technical disputes turn on expert opinion anyway

• Potentially avoids damaging future relationships

• Quicker, cheaper and less formal then arb / lit

• No need for prolonged trial-type hearing

• Confidential



Disadvantages of Expert Determination

• Contractual – no back-up rules of procedure

• No witness summons / cross-exam – compromise truth?

• Expert may not have expertise for all of the claims / law

• Big / complex dispute may not be suited

• Expert’s decision may not be enforceable without court 

action / arbitration

• Expert’s decision cannot be enforced abroad

• No statutory framework or case law - uncertainty



Approach in other jurisdictions

• ED is a familiar concept in England / Australia

• Courts have developed an approach of:

“provided the expert has asked the right questions, the court will

not assess whether he has given the right answers”

• England – courts enforce via ‘Summary Judgment’ procedure

• Litigation is limited to whether a dispute tell within the terms of

the relevant clause or not

• Australia – provided the expert acted in his scope, court will

enforce the decision as final and binding

• Compare Qatar – Freedom of Contract – opportunity to follow

the same path



Terms of Reference – what to include

• No statutory framework - terms of the agreement are vital

• Clear framework within which the Expert operates

• As a minimum the Terms of Reference should cover:

– The appointment of the Expert(s)

– Scope of their appointment

– Whether the decision is binding or not

– The scope of the issues to be determined

– The procedure to be followed

• Model agreements available (CEDR) and Rules (ICC)

• Qatar rules of contract interpretation apply (Art. 169 / 172)



Appointing the Expert

• Parties choose either sole or panel of experts

• Professional association may be used (e.g. RICS)

• Should have relevant expertise / technical knowledge

• E.g. dispute over quantification of Variations = QS?

• Consider how points of law will be decided



Binding Nature of the Determination

• Parties decide whether the decision is binding or not

• Must be stated in the Terms of Reference

• Consider robustness of the Expert and timeframe

• Leave challenge open on certain grounds e.g. obvious error

• In principle:

– The Expert’s remit is determined by the Agreement

– If Expert has exclusive remit - court has no jurisdiction

– If Expert goes beyond remit - court may intervene to set 

his decision aside

• Ultimately, whether final or not depends on the true 

construction of the Agreement.  Parties will be held to it.



Binding Nature of the Determination

If parties decide the expert’s decision is BINDING:

If the Expert has answered the right question in the wrong

way, his decision is nevertheless binding.

It is only if he has answered the wrong question that his

decision can be challenged.



Enforceability 

• Enforcement = the way a successful party obtains the 

benefit of the judgment / arbitral award from an 

unresponsive counterparty

• Enforceability = greatest risk

• Elsewhere (e.g. UK) courts consistently hold parties to 

their bargains

• Qatar - no history / direct means of enforcing decisions

• Non-compliance with the decision would require court / 

arbitral action for breach of contract

• Will the Qatari courts limit themselves to the decision or 

will they re-open the substantive issues?



Key Points to Consider

• Final and binding or temporary?

• What types of mistakes are you willing to accept?

• Can the Expert determine questions of law?

• What type of Expert do you want?

• What procedure do you want t follow?

• What about costs?



Summary - Arb. v Expert Determination
Arbitration Expert Determination

Procedure Governed by the Arbitration Law No. 2 of 

2017 and procedure identified in the 

contract, often using Rules.

No statutory control and 

procedure defined by the 

contract.

Timescale 18-24 months + ~3 months

Remit Contractual Contractual

Evidence Disclosure, witness statements, expert 

evidence, oral hearing.

Normally by agreed statement 

of facts and parties’ respective 

submissions.

Liability of 

tribunal / 

expert

Immune from suit other than under 11.11 of 

Arbitration Law (where Arbitrator acts in bad 

faith, commits collusion or gross 

negligence).

No immunity from suit.

Costs Can be allocated by the tribunal Costs borne by each party 

unless agreed otherwise.

Enforcement Enforceable often internationally Enforceable as a contract.


